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CD release of Syntjuntan´s EARLY YEARS - concert and workshop!
Syntjuntan is releasing the CD EARLY YEARS (PM 1015) on ELEKTRON RECORDS.
The music was especially composed for textile accessories. The music is tangled with lace and
long stitches, embroidered with electronic sounds, square waves and curled noise. The CD
consists of live recordings from Syntjuntan first two years. Performed, edited and mixed by
Syntjuntan. Produced and mastered by Sten-Olof Hellström. Graphic Design Ann Rosen.
Syntjuntan Early Years, CONCERT AND RELEASE PARTY!
Location: FORUM Nutidsplats för kultur, Sigtunagatan 14, Stockholm, www.forumkultur.se
Time: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 starting at. 20.00, free entrance!
At. 20:00 Bar and mingle
At. 21:00 pre-band “AS GOOD AS IT GETS”
At. 21:30 SYNTJUNTAN live
Before release: Sew a synthesizer and become part of “Syntkretsen”! Sign up for the
workshop at 6 pm. Package Price: workshop + CD = 500: - NOTE: only 20 seats are available.
Advance bookings on Tickster https://secure.tickster.com/Intro.aspx?ERC=J34VA83CYPDHF01
Press photos:
http://www.syntjuntan.se/sites/default/filer/Syntjuntan_grupp.jpg
http://syntjuntan.se/sites/default/filer/syntjuntan%20early%20years%20-pressbild2.jpg

Syntjuntan is an ensemble of female musicians, composers and instrument makers that was formed in 2009 by
Ann Rosen, Lise-Lotte Norelius and Ida Lundén. They appear in different configurations, sometimes in extended
format with invited artists, composers, musicians and others.
Besides giving concerts they also offer “Syntjuntor” which is a combination of workshop and concert. By
simple means, such as a needle and thread, the workshop will teach you the basics of the art of sewing
synthesizers! “Syntjuntornas” format varies depending on the context. The workshop can be organized in that
Syntjuntan begins with a short concert where they show how to play on a sewn synth. In other contexts, the
workshop can be completed with the participants performing the newly composed music with their own hand
built instruments.
“Syntkretsen” consists of anyone who has ever participated in a workshop with Syntjuntan.
Electron Records is SEAMS (Society for Electroacoustic Music in Sweden) record label, with the vision to publish
Swedish electro-acoustic music on CD or DVD. You can order CDs on Elektron Records website
www.elektronrecords.com or can be purchased at EMS studio in Stockholm.
AS GOOD AS IT GETS is a duo of live electronic music veterans Lars Bröndum and Sten-Olof Hellström taking
us on a journey into unexplored soundscapes beyond noise and contemporary music.

